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We seek to understand how Nature uses electrostatics in protein binding. Though
electrostatics are but one component of the total binding free energy of protein com-
plexes, electrostatics are commonly manipulated in design and are extremely relevant
to protein recognition. This project aims to map out electrostatic contributions to
protein-protein binding as they relate to structural components of proteins. Using a
continuum electrostatic model on a large set of protein complexes, we aim to quantify
the electrostatic contributions of protein structural elements, such as backbone, side
chain, proximal, and distal residues toward binding free energy. This study addresses
whether trends exist among proteins when correlated to monopole or size, and ex-
amines specific cases of promiscuity and specificity in proteins. A large dataset of
protein structures has elucidated statistically significant trends.
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Proteins are the main machinery of cells and function in almost all aspects of cel-
lular activity, including immune defense, transport among and within cells, cellular
messaging, and catalysis of cellular reactions. Such functions often occur via pro-
tein interactions that are mediated by protein recognition. Protein interactions are
targeted—a protein has a binding partner, often with each binding interaction serving
as a step within a larger interaction network [1]. Thus, studying protein recognition
is crucial to understanding cellular function.
One way proteins recognize each other is via electrostatic interactions, or interac-
tions among charged and polar parts of proteins. Electrostatics are easily manipulated
and studied, and can be modeled fairly accurately. Determining which parts of differ-
ent types of proteins contribute most to the electrostatic free energy of binding may
elucidate Nature’s own underlying principles of molecular recognition.
Using computational methods, this study will quantify electrostatic contributions
of structural elements of proteins towards the electrostatic component of binding free
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energy within a large and diverse set of protein-protein complexes. By gathering and
analyzing the data acquired through this large scale study, we will begin to address
the following questions:
• Do proteins of higher overall charge (monopole) use electrostatics more than
others?
• Is electrostatically-mediated binding favored in certain protein folds?
• How do electrostatic interactions differ between specific and promiscuous kinds
of proteins?
• What are the relative contributions of distal and local parts of proteins to
electrostatic binding free energy?
• Do electrostatics play different roles in proteins of different sizes?
• Do backbone and side chain components of residues play similar or different
roles in binding electrostatics?
Taken together, the answers to these questions may shed insight on the structural
determinants of molecular recognition.
To address these questions, we will use a large set of categorized proteins and a
technique that allows the determination of electrostatic interactions from particular
parts of each protein. This introduction will first provide a simple review of proteins
and a brief review of literature related to our experimental goals. Then, the theory
behind our model, the numerical solution to our model, and calculations on our model
will be described in detail.
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1.2 Characteristics of Protein Binding
Figure 1.1: The Structure of Amino Acids
In this figure, the parts of an amino acid are
shown. Backbone atoms are colored in blue and
side chain parts, magenta. The names of pos-
sible side chains and their characteristics are
shown under the figure of the monomer.
Proteins are organizable polymers
of monomeric amino acids. Amino
acids have variable regions, called
side chains, and invariable regions
that join through peptide bonds to
form a protein backbone. There
are 20 naturally occurring amino
acids whose side chains have dis-
tinct characteristics: polar, non-
polar, acidic, or basic (Figure 1.2).
In a complete protein, every amino
acid is called a residue, and the
sum of all residues’ charges, the
monopole.
This study focuses on electro-
static binding free energies of protein
complexes. Though electrostatic energetics are but one facet of the binding energies
of proteins, which also include hydrophobic and Van der Waal’s forces, they are of
particular importance for several reasons.
First, amino acids can carry charges. Thus, electrostatics can play a large role in
the interactions of proteins both inter- and intra-molecularly [2]. Precise electrostatic
interactions are often essential for protein binding and mediate specific interactions
between partners. For example, both anti-hen egg white lyzosyme-(HEL)-antibody-
HEL complexes, as well as barnase-barstar complexes, are electrostatically regulated
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[3]. More generally, the electrostatic interactions between charged and polar residues
on binding interfaces often stabilizes binding.
Second, electrostatic interactions have both long- and short-range effects. Locally,
electrostatic forces govern H-bonds and ion pairs [3]. Other short-range electrostatic
interactions, like salt-bridges, also contribute to protein conformation [4, 5]. Similarly,
long-range electrostatic interactions are important to protein binding as well. For
example, “action-at-a-distance” interactions occurring at least 7 A˚ away from the
binding interface have been shown to contribute to proteins’ abilities to modulate
binding tightness and other functions, including catalysis [6].
Third, electrostatic interactions can help mediate specificity and promiscuity.
Some proteins bind many targets and are called promiscuous, like trypsin. Trypsin
is a serine protease that functions in digestion and promiscuity allows it to recognize
and cleave many proteins, and thus function in digestion. Others bind only one or two
targets tightly, and are called specific. Specificity is often tied to function. Consider
the cytokine receptor erythropoeitin receptor. By solely recognizing erythropoeitin,
erythropoeitin receptor is able to regulate red blood cell production. Although defin-
ing specificity and promiscuity is important, it is very difficult to do without prior
knowledge of a given protein in a complex as such classifications require knowledge
about all complexes in which a protein interface participates.
Many electrostatic effects have been linked to specificity, including conformational
flexibility of charged and polar ligands, sensitivity to specific interactions, and hy-
drophobic regions of proteins [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. In general, charges provide
a protein with a specific electrostatic profile that binding partners must complement,
resulting in increased specificity of a protein to its target [12]. In 2010, Meenan and
colleagues showed that destroying just a few electrostatic interactions in a specific
Colicin complex was enough to eliminate tight binding [11]. Salt bridges are another
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example of electrostatic mediation of specificity. Because charges on a protein pay
a large energetic cost upon protein complexation, as proteins’ surroundings change
from polar water to non-polar protein, the interactions that facilitate salt bridges
must be especially specific [5].
Understanding the structural driving forces behind promiscuity is also important.
Electrostatics often mediate promiscuity, too. Studies have shown long-range inter-
actions, like interactions between large monopoles, contribute to promiscuity [12].
Similarly, distinct electrostatic interactions often enable proteins to be promiscuous
[15].
Moreover, theoretical studies have shown that hydrophobicity and size are con-
nected to promiscuity as well. By having decreased sensitivity to partner shape,
smaller hydrophobic molecules can bind many targets equally well, and “hydropho-
bic stickiness” are not necessarily always the sole driving force behind promiscuous
binding [10, 15].
Fourth, large-scale trends in protein binding have been elucidated by studies of
electrostatic interactions. Large-scale studies of proteins address questions about the
nature of protein-protein interactions rather than questions about the specifics of
interactions between a pair of proteins. This focus enables trends to be discovered
and analyzed. The roles of interface size, shape, hydrophobicity, composition, hy-
drophilic interactions, and secondary structure in protein binding have been studied
extensively [8]. Conservation among protein interface domains favor polar residues
and experimentally determined binding hot spots [16]. This suggests that electrostat-
ics are evolutionarily important to binding. In addition, a study of protein-protein
complexes from the ProtCom database demonstrated that smaller interfaces had a
higher composition of charged and polar groups than larger interfaces [17, 18]. This
suggests that smaller proteins use electrostatics more than larger proteins do.
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Last, from a design perspective, electrostatics offer ample opportunity to optimize
a ligand to its receptor [19]. Although the electrostatics of protein binding are usually
unfavorable overall, they are altered and optimized easily and offer ample room for
improved design [20, 21]. Computational protein design is an important and growing
field, and while not directly related to this study, developments in computational pro-
tein design place this work in a larger context. An understanding of the electrostatic
interactions of proteins underlies the design of small molecules and proteins.
In brief, the electrostatics of a given protein complex are often crucial to its
function and inextricably linked to each partner’s binding profile. Although the elec-
trostatics of protein binding have been studied in a general sense in large datasets
and in the context of specificity and promiscuity in smaller studies, electrostatics in a
large, categorized data set remain unstudied. This study will systematically calculate
electrostatic contributions in a large set of proteins to elucidate trends in electrostatic
contributions of protein components.
1.3 Computational Modeling and the Continuum
Electrostatic Model
We intend to investigate components of electrostatic binding free energy among differ-
ent types of protein complexes. To quickly and accurately model electrostatic binding,
we must use computational methods. The particular model employed in this study,
the continuum electrostatic model, will first be explained in layman’s terms and
then discussed in depth.
Computational chemistry offers two distinct advantages over bench chemistry:
(1) Ease and efficiency of using large datasets to evaluate trends among proteins, and
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(2) Ability to address theoretical questions impossible to investigate in a traditional
laboratory setting. The enormous growth in the literature of computational protein
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of Charges and Di-
electrics in Continuum Electrostatics In a
continuum electrostatic model, proteins are mod-
eled as low dielectric substances in a high di-
electric solvent, as modeled in the schematic (a).
Proteins are also allowed to have specific point
charges as depicted in schematic (b).
Solvent crucially affects elec-
trostatic interactions and so must
be considered in models; af-
ter all, proteins exist in bi-
ological environments and not
in vacuums. Computational
methods approach solvation of
biomolecules both explicitly and
implicitly. Explicit solvent mod-
els treat every water molecule and
salt ion individually and in full
detail. This treatment offers detailed information about interactions between a
biomolecule and its solvent [2], but is sometimes computationally unwieldy and im-
practical, like in our study, which aims to eventually analyze over 100 complexes.
Implicit solvent models employ an averaged effect of solvent; a polarizable con-
tinuum is able to capture the general effect of solvent while maintaining computa-
tional feasibility. Implicit solvent models have become fairly standard approaches to
computational modeling of large biomolecules [2, 20]. As such, many treatments of
electrostatic binding use a continuum electrostatic model [20].
Continuum electrostatic models treat proteins as dielectric cavities with explicit
point charges [2, 22]. Protein complexes are placed in a box in which the volume
of the protein has one low dielectric and the remainder of the box, which represents
solvent, has another. Though partial atomic charges can be explicitly described, the
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dielectric allows for general treatment of water molecules as well as for polarizability
of both solvent and protein.
Realistically, solvent in living organisms is not simply water but also contains
mobile salt ions. Including mobile salt ions in our model necessitates using the
Poisson-Boltzmann Equation for energetic calculations. The equation is solved for
the electrostatic potential in space, allowing the eventual calculation of electrostatic
binding free energies. There are several numerical approximations used to solve the
Poisson-Boltzmann Equation, detailed below.
1.3.1 The Math behind the Continuum Electrostatic Model
Though computational modeling has many advantages and is often fairly accurate,
models include approximations in both creation and evaluation. Creating a model can
require approximations about physical realities of binding, and evaluating a model
can require numerical estimations of complex solutions.
Figure 1.3: Desolvation Penalties This
schematic illustrates the desolvation penalty of
the ligand. As the ligand (triangle) goes from
solvation in water (ε = 80) to solvation in pro-
tein (ε = 4) many favorable polar interactions are
stripped from the interface. For simplification, all
partial charges are represented as full charges.
This section will present the
mathematics behind the model
used in this study. The approx-
imations inherent to the model’s
formulation will be explained be-
low. In the following section, nu-
merical approximations used to
solve the model will be explained.
The presentation of math in this
section follows the logic outlined
in Michael Gilson’s clear explana-
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tion of continuum electrostatics [23].
We can model a protein (ligand) binding its partner (receptor) in the body us-
ing general terms. Consider a ligand in aqueous solvent as it complexes with its
receptor. As the proteins bind, the electrostatic interactions between solvent and
protein must be cleared from the interface of binding. In general terms, there are
three main components of electrostatic binding free energy of a protein complex: The
ligand desolvation penalty, or the penalty of stripping favorable solvent-protein
interactions from a ligand’s interface, the receptor desolvation penalty, or the
penalty of stripping favorable solvent-protein interactions from a receptor’s interface,
and the term describing solvent-screened interactions between ligand and receptor,
often favorable. Understanding this tenet of binding electrostatics is fundamental to
understanding the methodology of component analysis, described in section 1.4.
Electrostatics in vacuo
Understanding a classical electrostatic model of charges in a vacuum is a prerequi-
site for understanding continuum electrostatics. This fundamental system can be
described by the Poisson Equation and solved for potentials:
−∇ · ∇φ(r) = ρ(r)
0
(1.1)
Here, φ(r) is potential and ρ(r) is charge density, both as a function of distance
r in Cartesian space, and 0 is the permittivity of free space. The Poisson Equation
assumes linear response such that response is related to input by a multiplicative
constant. Indeed, electrostatics are additive: the total field of a system of charges is
the sum of all of the charges’ individual electric fields. The additivity of electrostatics,
a result of the superposition principle, is evident in the equation above.
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This system is further described by a quantity called electrostatic energy. Elec-
trostatic energy is the work required to assemble a given system of Q charges if all
charges begin at infinite distance from one another. In the case of fixed charges (i.e.
each charge’s location cannot change), charges contribute to energetic changes exclu-
sively through interactions with both solvent and each other. Mathematically, this














In which φ(r) = Cq because of the system’s linearity, and where charge increments
are regularly dispersed.






The solution to the Poisson Equation for two point charges in a vacuum results





Here, r 12 is the distance between two point charges, q1 and q2, φ(r) is the potential
caused by the first charge q1 at the location r2 of the second charge q2. Interaction
energy represents the amount of work necessary to bring two charges together from
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infinite distance to distance r 12.
Electrostatics in a Dielectric
Assuming that proteins are contained in a vacuum is inaccurate when electrostatic
interactions of proteins are considered in biological systems. Here, point charges
will be considered in a uniform dielectric, a first estimation for the eventual system
of dielectrics used to model solvent and solute polarization. A dielectric constant
describes the relative polarizability of a medium. When charges are not contained
within a vacuum but within a dielectric (with dielectric constant ε), the following
form of the Poisson equation is used; here, potentials for a given charge distribution
are of 1/ε their strength in vacuo.
−∇ · ∇φ(r) = ρ(r)
0ε
(1.5)
This factor of 1/ε carries over into the solution for two point charges in a constant





The physical basis for the factor of 1/ε is dielectric screening, a phenomenon
that weakens interactions in solvent. A dielectric medium weakens an applied electric
field because the induced field opposes the surrounding field. Simply put, electrostatic
interactions in dielectric media are weaker than they are in a vacuum.
The Work of Polarization This model must account for the work of polar-
ization, which is due to shifting and reorienting dipoles. The work of polarization
contributes to the factor of 1
2
in the sum of interactions described in the following
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section. In detail, we can model the work of polarization by considering a thermody-
namic process in which charge q is built from an initial charge of 0 to a final charge
of qf . For there to be linear response, the reaction field at the location of the induc-
ing charge is proportional to the charge and of opposite sign. In entropic terms, the
system becomes more organized when polarization is induced, and thus polarization
is unfavorable and costs work.
A Non-Uniform Dielectric Field Because the charges of interest exist within
a protein that is solvated in water, the dielectric environment of our charges is not
uniform. As shown in figure 1.3, the dielectric of the system changes as one moves
from solvent to protein and back to solvent. Indeed, the dielectric ε(r) varies with
position such that it is best modeled by a step function where change between two
dielectric constants is instantaneous, as would occur on the boundary of the modeled
protein. The protein has a lower dielectric constant than its solvent, giving rise to a
more complicated Poisson Equation:
−∇ · [ε(r)∇φ(r)] = ρ(r)
0
(1.7)
The discontinuity of the dielectric boundary creates electric field lines even in the
absence of source charges and thus induces surface charges that create additional elec-
tric fields. As such, the dielectric boundary of a system influences the electrostatics
in that system greatly.
Using the Poisson-Boltzmann Equation
The Poisson Equation does not account for the effects of salt in water. In our model
of biological systems, proteins of low dielectric are solvated in salt water with high
dielectric. As such, the Poisson equation must be replaced by the Poisson-Boltzmann
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equation, which implicitly accounts for the presence of monovalent mobile salt ions.
Salt ions are redistributed within a system in accordance with Debye-Hu¨ckel
theory. Changes in local concentrations c(r) of salt ions are estimated as compared
to bulk concentration cbulk using the Boltzmann Factor of ions in local electrostatic
potentials. Debye-Hu¨ckel theory allows for increased or decreased local concentra-
tions as compared to bulk ion distributions. In other words, because mobile ions
are not explicitly modeled, Debye-Hu¨ckel theory is used to model the average of a
stochastic (fundamentally random and non-deterministic) property. For example, the
concentration of mobile salt ions around a charged part of a protein would likely be
greater than the bulk concentrations of mobile salt ions in the solvent. However, the
discrete location of each ion is immaterial in this model; instead, the averaged effects
of concentration increases and decreases are approximated. To include monovalent
salt ions in the model, the Poisson-Boltzmann Equation is used, in which ρf are
source charges and e−βqiφ(r) is the Boltzmann factor of ions in electrostatic potential:





This unwieldy equation can be approximated linearly when linear response is
assumed, fairly accurate when the exponent is almost zero, i.e. when source charges
are weak. To approximate this equation linearly, one uses the first order terms of φ in
the Taylor series expansion of the Boltzmann factor to form the Linearized Poisson
18
Boltzman equation (LPBE):


















cq2i . The LPBE has many advan-
tageous properties. Most notably, it is linear and so allows convenient mathematical
manipulation, like representations in matrices.
1.3.2 Solving the LPBE Using the Finite Difference Method
The section above outlines the theory behind the continuum electrostatic model of
protein binding. This section will detail the numerical methods with which the LPBE
is solved. Together, these methods allow us to calculate and compare electrostatic
binding free energies.
In order to use the continuum electrostatic model of proteins, the LPBE must
be solved. The LPBE numerical solver we used is an implementation of the finite
difference method (FDM). In the FDM, a protein complex is overlaid with a cubic
lattice in which electrostatic potentials, charges, and ionic strength are defined on the
grid points only, while the dielectric constant exists everywhere [24].
In this model, all atoms of a protein are assigned a partial atomic charge. Each
partial atomic charge within the protein is divided eight ways and assigned equally
to each of the eight grid points of the box in which the charge lies.
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(a) In the finite difference method, a cu-
bic lattice overlays a protein complex
represented here in 2 dimensions only for
simplicity.
(b) In the finite difference method,
charges within a cube of the lattice (here
in 2 dimensions) is distributed to the sur-
rounding grid points (pop-out).
Figure 1.4: Cubic Lattice and Charges
in FDM
The potential at each grid point can
be solved by satisfying certain condi-
tions, namely the LPBE, where the sec-
ond derivative is approximated by us-
ing finite differences between neighbor-
ing grid point potentials. This begets
a large system of linear equations that
can be solved for potential (φ) at all grid
points and interpolated between grid
points.
Because solving for the potential at
each point requires information about
a grid point’s neighbors, grid points at
the edges of the grid represent a spe-
cial case where some neighbors are unde-
fined, requiring a boundary condition
for unique solution. In order to solve
for potentials on the edges of the grid,
these points are assigned fixed potentials
at the beginning of the calculation based
on physically reasonable approximations.
The electrostatic solvation energy can now be computed for the system. Though
potentials found are not necessarily physically meaningful, as they depend heavily on
grid spacing and grid location, the differences between potentials are meaningful.
The total electrostatic energy of the system can also be considered as one-half of
the sum of all point charges multiplied by their potentials (1
2
∑
i qiφi) as determined
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everywhere in space.
1.3.3 Limitations of the Model
Recall that this model includes both physical approximations and numerical approxi-
mations. Understanding the limitations and approximations of this model elucidates
the scope of results. We aim to investigate structural determinants of electrostatic
binding on a large dataset of proteins, so understanding the limitations of our model
is crucial to analyzing general trends in results.
There are several numerical limitations in this model. First, the accuracy of
the finite difference method largely depends on the grid spacing over the subject
protein complex. The more finely discretized the cubic lattice is, the more accurate
the solution to the equation is. Because of the cubic nature of the grid, however,
computation time increases steeply with number of gridlines.
Estimations with respect to protein binding are also significant. First, parameter-
ization can skew the model’s results. For example, although the dielectric constant
of water is commonly known, dielectric constants for protein structures are estimated
[25]. Warshel and colleagues found that accurate dielectric constants depend almost
entirely on which system is studied and which method is used [26, 27]. More gener-
ally, some effects ignored in continuum models, including protein dynamics, may not
be estimated correctly and can alter results sizably [22].
This method is also very sensitive to precise protein conformations studied. Be-
cause crystal structures, which provide an experimental snapshot of a protein com-
plex, are used to define a protein’s shape, precise protein conformations may be
inaccurate. Though metrics, like resolution (the minimum distance at which differ-
ent atoms of the structure can be distinguished) exist to evaluate crystal structure
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quality, crystal structures, too, are inherently models of a protein. According to Ruth
Nussinov,
“The structure of a protein-protein interaction, its affinity and thermody-
namic characteristics, depict a ‘frozen’ state of a complex. This picture
ignores the kinetic nature of complex formation and dissociation, which
are of major biological and biophysical interest” [1].
Moreover, a single protein conformation is not superior to other possible protein
conformations per se, as several conformations can exist naturally [28]. In such cases,
choosing a single structure is inaccurate. In addition, often, the precise location
of atoms is unknown, like those of hydrogen atoms, which are too small to resolve
using ordinary techniques [29]. The positions of these atoms must be computationally
determined. Last, crystallization environments often differ from biological conditions
in vivo [29, 30]. Even so, protein crystal structures often offer the most accurate and
precise models of proteins that have been experimentally determined at present.
Several parameters must be included is this model, like partial atomic charges
and atomic radii. Parameter sets use a combination of empirical data and molecular
mechanics to produce realistic parameters for the model (though these parameters
are inherently imperfect, as they assume properties like atomic radii that do not exist
in reality). Despite limitations associated with continuum electrostatics, Alexov and
colleagues demonstrated that certain, but not all, trends in energetic contribution
of electrostatics to total binding free energy were robust with respect to parameters
used [31].
Despite its short-comings, the continuum electrostatic model has been used ex-
tensively and has demonstrated both theoretical and applied success since the 1980s.
Warwicker and Watson were among the first scientists to use a dielectric model of
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proteins in 1982 [32]. In 1988, the FDM solution to the LPBE was initially used to
study macromolecular interactions and has been steadily improved since [33].
More recently, there have been notable demonstrations of this model’s success. Lee
and Tidor used a charge optimization technique in the larger framework of continuum
electrostatics in 2001 to determine the optimal distribution of charges on the interface
between an enzyme, barnase, and its ribonuclease substrate, barstar. They found the
target was naturally optimized to its enzyme as compared to mutants and concluded
that electrostatic optimization was one of Nature’s own strategies for ensuring tight
binding [34]. The continuum electrostatic model has been validated experimentally
and theoretically, and is widely considered to be a powerful method to compute
electrostatic contribution toward binding free energy.
1.4 Component Analysis
1.4.1 Basics of Component Analysis
The ultimate goal of this study is to compare electrostatic contributions of regions of
different types of proteins. In order to isolate electrostatic contributions of parts of
proteins, we can “turn off” the charges on that section, calculate ∆Gelec,modified and
compare to the original ∆Gelec. The difference between these two states gives the
contribution of the “turned off” region.
The technique of “turning off” sections of a protein is called component analysis.
We aim to determine the electrostatic contributions of protein regions like side chain,
backbone, distal, and local, on a large-scale to facilitate comparison of electrostatic
components among different protein types.Here, component analysis will be used to
determine contributions of regions of proteins in a large dataset.
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of Protein Binding In this schematic, (a) represents protein
binding under normal conditions, and (b) represents protein binding when part of the lig-
and’s charges have been eliminated. Here, orange segments represent backbones of proteins,
while blue segments represent protein side chains. White segments represent backbones with
no partial atomic charges. In figure (a), as a protein binds another protein, all electrostatic
interactions between the pair are preserved. In figure (b), the partial atomic charges on the
backbone of the ligand have been removed, such that all electrostatic interactions involv-
ing ligand backbone atoms cease to exist. As such, the electrostatic interactions in figure
(b) are a subset of the electrostatic interactions of (a), and the difference of electrostatic
interactions between the two states is the ligand backbone’s electrostatic interactions.
The pairwise decomposability of energies and interactions enables the computation
of both the energies and the interactions of single parts of the model. The technique
of determining energetic contributions of particular parts of a system has been used
to previously investigate electrostatics of proteins [35, 36].
1.4.2 The Math behind Component Analysis
Component analysis is possible because of the pairwise decomposability of electro-
static interactions inherent to this model [37]. Figure 1.5 demonstrates the approach
necessary to decompose energetic contributions of binding into parts and regions of
the protein. The general theory behind energetic decomposition is described below.
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Figure 1.6: Partitioning Ligand Charges This schematic details the partitioning
of charges of the ligand first into qL and then into a partitioned qL. In the first step,
all charges are placed into a vector of charges, qL. In the second step, the vector of
charges is partitioned by region.
Assigning Components of Electrostatic Interactions to Protein Parts
Recall that ∆G of binding contains three main terms: the desolvation energies of
both ligand and receptor and the interactions between the two proteins [38]. This








∆Gelec = LDP + Interactions+RDP
(1.10)
Here, qTLLqL represents the ligand desolvation penalty, which accounts for the
energetic cost of desolvating the ligand, qTRRqR represents the receptor desolvation
penalty, which accounts for the energetic cost of desolvating the receptor, and qTLCqR
accounts for the electrostatic interactions between the two binding partners. The
ligand has point charges of vector qL with pairwise interactions governed by matrix
L, The receptor has point charges of vector qR with pairwise interactions governed by
matrix R, and the pairwise interactions between ligand and receptor are represented
by matrix C.
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The energetics of parts of a protein can be considered if the equation is further
partitioned by decomposing these terms. The following example details one way pro-
tein contributions can be decomposed; the general motivation behind the technique
of component analysis is to calculate specific electrostatic contributions of binding.
Essentially, we are using a computational analog of a knock-out mouse; by elimi-
nating certain charges on a protein, we are able to measure their contribution to
electrostatics of binding.
Consider the example of partitioning a protein into backbone and side chain terms.
Self-interactions of all atoms on the ligand and interactions between ligand and re-
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in which the subscripts sc and bb denote side chain and backbone interactions, re-
spectively, and the subscript partner denotes interactions with the partner. This
highlights but one way protein interactions can be partitioned. It is possible to con-
sider electrostatic binding free energy as a sum of the components of the protein and
their associated interactions.
In order to focus on interactions with the ligand, for clarity, we will only consider
∆G’, which is the ligand-charge-dependent portion of our electrostatic binding free
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energy. Using the partitions described above, an extended form of the equation for











To simplify the math, we assign the following variables:
Key:
A Ligand’s backbone desolvation penalty
2B Total interaction between ligand’s back-
bone and side chain
C Ligand’s side chain desolvation penalty
D Interaction between ligand backbone
and receptor








Determining Backbone and Side Chain Contributions
The energetic contributions from electrostatic interactions of backbones and side
















∆G′bb = A+B +D
∆G′sc = C +B + E
(1.17)
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Note that the term:
qTLbbLbb−scqL,sc, or B
is half of the total backbone-side chain interaction because the interactions between
backbone and side chain are assigned in equal parts to each section of the protein.
Preliminary Steps to Getting Backbone Contribution
Eliminating all charges associated with the ligand backbone before calculating the





∆G′bind −∆G′bb−0 = qTL,bbLbbqL,bb + 2qTL,bbLbb−scqL,sc + qTL,bbCqR,bb
∆G′bind −∆G′bb−0 = A+ 2B +D
(1.18)
Determining Side Chain Contribution
The energetic contribution of all protein side chains is obtained similarly. Upon
setting all side chains’ charges to 0, we can subtract the original binding free energy
from the binding free energy of just the backbone, such that:
∆G′sc−0 −∆G′bind = qTL,scLscqL,sc + 2qTL,bbLbb−scqL,sc + qTL,scCqR,sc
∆G′sc−0 −∆G′bind = C + 2B + E
(1.19)
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The interaction term between the ligand’s own backbone and side chains, qTL,bbLbb−scqsc
must be determined in order allocate half of the interaction term between backbones












By adding terms in accordance with the equations presented above, each part of the
protein’s energetic contribution to binding is determined. Note that A, C, E, and D
are already computed in the solution to our model.
1.5 Goals of This Study
This study aims to determine the electrostatic contributions of protein components in
many different types of protein-protein complexes. We hope to answer questions re-
lated to structural determinants of binding and the nature of electrostatic interactions
in proteins.
This introduction has outlined the theory behind the LPBE and the FDM, the
limitations with the model, general characteristics and classifications of proteins, and
the theory behind component analysis. There are a few important gaps in exist-
ing literature. First, though many studies have used component analysis, few have
systematically examined component analysis of whole parts of proteins (side chains,
backbones, distal regions, local regions) in a large dataset. Second, though promis-
cuity and specificity in proteins have been studied, the structural basis for each has
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not been studied in a large dataset systematically with regards to electrostatics. This
study aims to narrow these gaps by determining the electrostatic contributions of
parts of various types of proteins.
This is a study only possible through computational chemistry. In laboratory
chemistry, eliminating charges on whole segments of proteins is impossible; moreover,
the closest approximation of component analysis, alanine scanning, alters protein
shape. This study will examine questions not experimentally feasible by preserving
the spatial organization of a protein while examining the electrostatic interactions of
its specific parts.
In sum, the structural basis for promiscuity, specificity, and other characteristics





We can consider the overarching pipeline of work for this project in three main steps,
as shown in Figure 2.1. Much of the effort of developing this thesis went into designing
and implementing a workflow for structure preparation and calculation submission.
This code is explained in depth in the appendix.
Prepare Structure



















Figure 2.1: Schematic of Workflow
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1BRS 2.00 1EAY 2.00 2JK9 1.79
2W2U 2.20 2XZE 1.75 2WWM 2.30
2XPP 1.74 3CVP 2.00 3DAC 1.80
3H8K 1.80 3HG0 2.10 3HS8 1.90
3I5R 1.70 3IBF 2.50 3IEY 2.11
3IQI 1.70 3K1R 2.30 3KF8 2.40
3KMU 1.80 3M7F 2.00 3MEA 1.26
3MK4 2.42 3MK8 2.42 3MK8 2.32
3OBQ 1.40 3NDD 1.50 3ONL 2.20
3SI5 2.20 3TPM 2.10 3BTK 1.85
1EER 1.9 1OWB 2.2 3OMG 1.85
3KIK 2.10 3MQP 2.24 3OWT 2.00
3K9O 1.80
2.1 Selection and Preparation of Protein Crystal
Structures
At present, 37 structures have been hand-curated from the Protein Data Bank (PDB,
http://www.pdb.org) with the following criteria: First, protein structures had to
contain either two proteins, each with one or more chains complexed together, or
two chains total. This allowed both for multichain protein partners and simple ho-
modimers to be considered in the study. Second, the resolution of included protein
structures was restricted to 2.5 A˚ and better. Third, no DNA or RNA fragments were
allowed in the structures. In fact, any non-biological atom was removed from struc-
tures during preparation, thus eliminating most structures with non-natural amino
acids or complexed ions. Structures with non-essential complexed ions were included
in our data set. Non-essential ions were defined using distance from the interface
and prior knowledge. Fourth, structures were selected in accordance with the PDB’s
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advanced search algorithm. Fifth, structures were limited at 95% homology. Last,
structures had no missing backbone density excepting entirely missing residues. A
few suboptimal features of protein complexes were accepted, including having missing
density within 10 A˚ of the binding site. Table 2 lists all PDB structures used along
with the resolution of each.
Protein complexes were prepared for continuum electrostatics calculations. First,
all non-protein atoms, including water, solvent, and metal atoms, were removed from
each structure. Then, ASN, GLN, and HIS tautomerization and flip states were
determined automatically based on potential hydrogen bonding contacts of each state
(program designed by Ying Yi Zhang, 2013). In ambiguous cases and cases for which
side chain atoms were missing, preference for the ε HIS tautomer (HSE) was assigned
as the ε tautomer is most common in biological pH [39].
Hydrogen atoms were built in CHARMM using the CHARMM22 force field and
parameters [40, 41]. Areas of missing crystallographic density were patched as well.
Built-in hydrogens and patches were energy minimized to reduce steric clashes.
2.2 Continuum Electrostatics Calculations
On each prepared structure, a FDM solver to the LPBE was used to determine the
potentials of bound and unbound states [42]. From these potentials, free energies
of binding were obtained. Here, rigid bodies were assumed such that the partners’
shapes were assumed constant as proteins moved from the unbound state to the
bound state. Proteins were assigned a dielectric ε = 4 in a solution with dielectric
ε = 80, 0.145M ionic concentration, and a 2 A˚ Stern layer, or the layer of zero
ionic strength immediately next to the protein [43]. PARSE partial atomic charges
were applied to the system before calculations were carried out [44]. A heuristic tool
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(Justin Caravella and Bruce Tidor) rotated structures to minimize the cubic volume
of, and thus number of required gridlines for, each complex. The cubic lattice applied
to the system for the finite difference solver had a minimum of 4 gridlines per A˚ .
Potentials were solved in either two or three stages. For structures that required
under 300 gridlines to achieve the desired gridlines per A˚ ratio, potentials were solved
on a system 23% and 92% filled by the protein; when the gridlines needed exceeded our
limit, an additional stage of 184% fill was added to decrease the number of gridlines
required for the calculation. In such cases, calculations were centered on the center
of the two partners’ local side chain residues (< 10 A˚ from the interface).
2.3 Component Analysis Calculations
In order to determine the specific contribution of each structural component ana-
lyzed, component analysis was used (detailed in section 1.4). Component analysis
was applied to the structures as such: First, each components’ partial atomic charges
were eliminated. Then, the FDM solver determined a ∆G of binding for the protein
complex in its altered state. The ∆G and its various components (ligand desolva-
tion penalty, receptor desolvation penalty, et cetera) were compared to the initial
structure that had undergone binding under normal conditions. To determine each
component’s electrostatic contribution, the altered and regular conditions’ energies
were compared.
The components studied were backbone, side chain, distal, and local regions of
proteins. Thus, for each partner, four systems were solved: The condition in which
side chain charges were eliminated, the condition in which backbone charges were
eliminated, the condition in which distal charges were eliminated, and the condition
in which local charges were eliminated. In addition, the regular binding condition
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1OWC 2.20 1OWB 2.20 Citrate Synthase
3MEE 2.40 2ZD1 1.80 HIV Reverse Transcriptase
3BTK 1.85 3OTJ 1.60 TrypsinBovine Pancreatic
Trypsin Inhibitor
1CN4 2.80 1EER 1.90 Erythropoeitin-
Erythropoeitin Receptor
(everything charged) for each complex was solved. Thus, per complex, nine systems
total were solved: Four per partner, and one for the complex.
Distal residues were defined as those having every single atom beyond 10 A˚ from
any atom on its binding partner. Accordingly, local residues were defined as having
at least one atom within 10 A˚ of a proteins binding partner. Backbone and side chain
components were considered independently.
Other characteristics, like size, were also determined. Size was quantified by
number of heavy (non-hydrogen) atoms.
2.4 Robustness of Methods
The robustness of data was briefly considered in a preliminary study. Here, com-
ponents of electrostatic binding for two crystal structures of several proteins were
calculated. The information for the proteins included can be found in Table 2.2.
The graph of our data can be found in Figure 2.4. In general, the better quality
both structures were, and the smaller each component’s contribution was, the better
agreement the corresponding structures had. Since our structures were high-quality,
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and we were most concerned with distinguishing data points close to the axes of our
graphs, this preliminary study helped give us confidence in our analysis.
2.5 Statistical Analysis
For component analyses, data were categorized qualitatively based on the quadrant
each point belonged to. Quadrants were defined with an extra ±2kcal
mol
barrier from
each axis to allow for imprecision in crystal structures. For the sake of my work, this
cutoff was largely arbitrary; with more structures included in robustness analysis, an
empirical cutoff could be used. The type of calculations performed are extremely sen-
sitive to specific positions of partial charges; the additional barrier aimed to increase
the study’s robustness. Once data points were categorized based on quadrant, data
were analyzed using Fisher’s Exact Test.
The Fisher’s Exact Test, often compared to a χ2 test, can be used accurately even
with small sample sizes (N < 5). It is formulated as such:
For a 2x2 contingency where N = a+ b+ c+ d and a, b, c, and d are populations
of certain conditions, as considered:
Condition A Condition B
Population X a b
Population Y c d
The one-tailed Fisher’s Exact Test is:
p =
(a+ b)!(c+ d)!(a+ c)!)(b+ d)!
a!b!c!d!N !
(2.1)
There is more than one way to determine a two-tailed p value for this test. Here,
the method of summing small p values was used.
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Figure 2.2: Plot of preliminary robustness results In this plot, each set of
complexes has one color. Points are labeled; consult Table 2.2 for more information
on each point. Each protein matches its corresponding protein by both color and




3.1 Quantifying the Electrostatic Contributions of
Backbone and side chain to Binding
Component analysis was performed on proteins to quantify electrostatic contributions
of backbone and side chain atoms; contributions were explored in the context of
monopole and size. Results from this part of the study can be analyzed in two ways.
First, trends and statistical significance among the entire dataset identify underlying
principles of binding. Second, examining individual complexes elucidates the specifics
of binding. Results were plotted in MatLab (R2011a, The Mathworks, Inc., Natick,
MA), structures were examined in VMD, and figures were rendered in VMD [45].
Figure 3.1 shows component contributions of each protein partner and will be an-
alyzed in depth. Raw energies were considered for all proteins. Here, positive energies
represent unfavorable energetic contributions and negative energies represent favor-
able energetic contributions. Backbone contributions were plotted against side chain
contributions for each partner, and each partner was colored by monopole. Thus,
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each point represents a single protein and contains information about the protein’s
monopole and the electrostatic contributions of side chain and backbone to binding.
First, statistical trends in the data will be explained, and then structures of particular
interest will be explored.
3.1.1 Statistical Analysis of Data
In our first analysis, each quadrant’s population was compared to the populations
of other quadrants. Recall that each quadrant was defined as having a minimum or
maximum energy of ±2kcal
mol
. In effect, any point in a given quadrant was a minimum
of 4kcal
mol
away from any other point in a different quadrant. Because our calculations
are very sensitive to the precise location of every partial atomic charge and every
atom, this qualification aims to increase the robustness of our results. The selection
of ±2kcal
mol
was largely arbitrary, but was inspired by our data on robustness. In the
future, this cutoff may be defined more rigorously.
Table 3.1: Population Data Per Quadrant for Side Chain Backbone Data
SC Favorable SC Unfavorable
BB Unfavorable 2 13
BB Favorable 17 4
P Value (2 tailed): 0.0001
Our data’s distribution is statistically significant (Table 3.1). Side chain and
backbone tend to either both have favorable contributions or both have unfavorable
contributions.
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Table 3.2: Population Data Per Half for Side Chain Backbone Data
Component Favored Disfavored
Side Chain 34 18
Backbone 27 18
When the number of proteins with favorable side chain contributions is compared
to the number of proteins with unfavorable side chain contributions, and the same
comparison is done for backbone contributions, data suggest each component is more
likely to be favorable. In quadrant comparisons, proteins were more likely to have
components with similar favorability rather than components that were simply more
favorable. This slight change is influenced by how data were analyzed in halves rather
than in quadrants, such that matching favorabilities could not be found. It could also
be influenced by the boundary cut off between each half of the graph. Here, proteins
that would not be classified into a quadrant may be classified into a half of the graph,
as only the dividing axis between each set of halves had the 2 kcal
mol
cutoff applied. The
raw results for this analysis can be found in Table 3.2.
The trend in this dataset begged further scrutiny for statistical significance. Since
the energetic contributions of two proteins in complex are not technically indepen-
dent, it is possible that the statistical significance observed is an artifact of how data
were analyzed in our model. To further examine the robustness of this result, we
considered only one partner from each protein complex. Data were split randomly
into two groups, each containing only one partner from each complex, and p values
were found for each half of the data (Figures 3.2 and 3.3 and Table 3.3). The statis-
tical significance established with our complete dataset remained. This suggests that
statistical significance is not merely an artifact of our model.
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(a) Datset 1
SC Favorable SC Unfavorable
BB Unfavorable 1 8
BB Favorable 9 1
P Value (2 tailed): 0.0011
(b) Datset 2
SC Favorable SC Unfavorable
BB Unfavorable 1 5
BB Favorable 8 3
P Value (2 tailed): 0.0498
Table 3.3: Raw Data for Datasets Containing Only One Protein per Complex
3.1.2 Representative Structures of Established Biological In-
terest
Two structures, citrate synthase (PDB ID: 1OWB) and barstar-barnase (PDB ID:
1BRS), are considered here in depth [46, 47]. Citrate synthase supplies future ques-
tions about specificity and dimerization, and barstar-barnase allows the examination
of hypothetical optima in relation to our data.
Citrate Synthase (PDB ID 1OWB) Citrate synthase is a dimer first referred
to in the robustness phase of this study. This dimer is active during the Krebs cycle.
Each chain of the dimer has a long arm-like projection that hugs its partner; this
structure contains mostly charged and polar residues.
Consider citrate synthase’s components: Citrate synthase has an enormous and
unfavorable ∆G, with extremely unfavorable side chain contributions. The long arm-
like sections of each protein chain that extend from one partner to the other likely
contribute unfavorably to side chain contributions in our model, since the side chains
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of the included residues are mostly charged and polar, and thus, when going from an
environment of ε = 80 to ε = 4, pay a huge desolvation penalty. In addition, the num-
ber of hydrogen bonds at between the two partners may be affecting the components
of ∆G. There are many hydrogen bond donors and acceptors on this binding interface
that contribute to both favorable interactions and unfavorable desolvation penalties
(Table 3.4 and Figure 3.6). As future work, the next step of hydrogen bond analysis
encompasses comparing hydrogen bond geometry statistics, including the distance,
donor and acceptor angles, and the corresponding ∆Gs. The points corresponding to
citrate synthase are circled in Figure 3.1.
Citrate synthase’s extended section is highly charged and polar when considered
even by residue type. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 demonstrate features of this complex’
interface. In the first, citrate synthase’s chain B is colored red while chain A is
gray and transparent. Notice the extended arm-like structure on each chain. In the
second figure, residues on chain B within 5 A˚ of chain A are colored by type. Blue,
red, and green surfaces correspond to basic, acidic, and polar residues respectively.
The remainder of the protein chain is shown as a gray transparent surface. In this
figure, notice how polar and charged groups dominate the interface between the two
chains.
Due to the process of dimerization, there is kinetic control when these two chains
bind, such that the desolvation penalties may not play as significant a role in deter-
mining complex formation. Simply put, because homodimer subunits generally bind
immediately upon their creation, there may be fewer competitors for them to bind
to, such that they bind to each other. Furthermore, dimers are specific; their binding
interface is often unique to their formation. Future work regarding dimers will be
proposed in depth in the discussion.
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Table 3.4: Citrate Synthase’s Electrostatic Contributions
(a) Electrostatic Contributions of Backbone and side chain and Hydrogen







Side Chain 30.55 151
Chain B
Backbone -11.83 98
Side Chain 41.68 150
(b) Raw Electrostatic Contributions
∆G (kcal/mol): 204.0
Desolvation of A (kcal/mol): 174.1
Desolvation of B(kcal/mol): 184.3
Interaction of Partners (kcal/mol): -154.4
Barstar-Barnase (PDB ID 1BRS) Barstar-barnase, a commonly studied protein
complex, has been shown previously to be electrostatically optimized for binding
[34]. In layman’s terms, the barstar’s electrostatic interactions with barnase approach
their theoretical optimum. Here, we show that barstar and barnase have favorable
contributions from all components studied in this section, residing in quadrant 3 of
Figure 3.1. The barstar-barnase complex is pictured in Figure 3.7.
Barstar is highly specific to barnase. Barnase, an enzyme that cleaves RNA, is less
specific. Interestingly, though both proteins’ electrostatic contributions are favorable,
it appears that more specific barstar uses its side chains to recognize less specific
barnase. Barstar also appears to use its side chains heavily when forming hydrogen
bonds; a large proportion of total hydrogen bonds formed in the protein are formed
using side chains. A relatively favorable side chain electrostatic contribution suggests
that barstar’s side chain electrostatics are very important. Future work regarding
optimality of electrostatics with regards to component analysis is addressed in the
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discussion.
Table 3.5: Barnase-Barstar’s Electrostatic Contributions
(a) Electrostatic Contributions of Backbone and side chain and Hydrogen







Side Chain -13.18 62
Barstar
Backbone -2.35 19
Side Chain -20.14 34
(b) Raw Electrostatic Contributions
∆G (kcal/mol): 13.84
Desolvation of Barnase (kcal/mol): 36.33
Desolvation of Barstar (kcal/mol): 39.264
Interaction of Partners (kcal/mol): -61.754
3.1.3 The Difference in Side Chain and Backbone Contribu-
tions Relative to Size
Contributions of backbone and side chain were further explored with regards to each
protein’s size. In Figure 3.8, the difference between backbone and side chain con-
tribution is plotted against the number of heavy, or non-hydrogen, atoms in each
protein partner. Plotting data as the difference in backbone and side chain compo-
nents shows whether one component is noticeably contributing more or less favorably
than the other. Originally, we had hypothesized that size may affect how a protein
was recognized, however, no trend has been observed thus far in the current data set.
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3.1.4 Analyzing Hydrogen Bonding in a Component Analysis
Framework
In our final backbone and side chain analysis, the number of hydrogen bonds between
a given component of one partner to the entire other partner was compared to that
component’s overall electrostatic contributions. Hydrogen bonds were determined
based on geometry and proximity using a program by Mala Radhakrishnan. To
ensure favorable and unfavorable component contributions were considered distinctly,
the energy cutoff used previously, ±2kcal
mol
, was also used. There are a few trends in
our data. First, the general trend between the components is that side chains tend
to have more hydrogen bonds across the interface than backbones, though outliers
exist. Simply put, green side chain points in Figure 3.9 reach farther on the y-axis
than blue backbone points. The second general trend is that more hydrogen bonds
exist for both components when contribution is negative than when contribution is
unfavorable. A notable exception, citrate synthase, is described earlier. In other
words, the left half of Figure 3.9 is taller than the right half. With the inclusion of
more data, these trends may be validated and tested for statistical significance.
3.2 The Relationship between Monopole and ∆G
Last, data were visualized by comparing a complex’ ∆G and monopole product.
Chemical intuition suggests that opposites attract. The application of this intuition
to global and local protein binding was addressed by analyzing monopole products in
actual protein complexes. A plot of total ∆G of a binding complex as a function of the
product of the two partners’ monopoles revealed no trend in the current dataset and
was not statistically analyzed (Figure 3.10). Several protein complexes did appear
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to have positive monopole products (such that monopoles would repel) but relatively
small (more favored) ∆Gs. This suggests that overall monopole does not govern ∆G.
One hypothesis for proteins of like monopole to have more favorable ∆Gs of elec-
trostatic binding is that local monopoles can compensate by being attractive. In other
words, we hypothesized that although the total monopoles repel, local monopoles at-
tract. Data show that, though outliers do exist, overall local monopoles tend to have
opposite signs and thus attract. Note that these monopoles are not always integral
as they are the sum of charges on individual atoms, not protein chains.
3.3 Considering Electrostatic Contributions of Dis-
tal and Local Components of Proteins

















Similar component analyses were computed for distal
and local portions of each protein in complex. Many
proteins previously included, though, could not be in-
cluded in this section of the study; usually, this was due
to the size of one chain. Because the definition of distal
required residues to be at least 10 A˚ from the interface,
proteins that lacked atoms at least 10 A˚ away from the
interface could not be included. Data were examined
for trends relating to component contributions.
Our data do not suggest much about the role of long-range interactions; we now
have learned that 10 A˚ is too large a cutoff for defining a region as distal. This cutoff’s
ineffectiveness is evident by calculated distal contributions close to 0 kcal
mol
. In future
work, this cut off should be modified. It is very difficult to ascertain trends with our
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data as our proteins’ distal contributions lie within the ±2kcal
mol
region (Figure 3.11).
Moreover, because the distal contributions are so small, plots comparing local and
distal contributions yield no insights the treatment of data in this study. Preliminary
data, however, suggest that local contribution is usually favorable. Additional data
could validate and expand the trends found here.
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Figure 3.1: Backbone Side Chain Component Contributions In this plot of
component analysis results, each point represents a single protein in a complex. Pro-
teins are colored from blue to pink for negative to positive monopole. Citrate synthase
(discussed later) is circled. The other two outliers (seen in quadrants 3 and 4) are
3KMU and 3K9O. Further work could involve comparing and analyzing these extreme
outliers.
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Figure 3.2: Splitting Contributions into Groups of Only One Protein per
Complex The protein complexes in our dataset were separated for further statistical
analysis such that each complex only had one protein represented per second round
of statistical analysis. In the second round of statistical analysis, blue data points
were considered separately from red data points. The p values obtained for the data
after it had been halved were still significant (P< 0.05).
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(a) The first set of data considered was significant (P = 0.0011).
(b) The second set of data considered was significant as well (P = 0.0498).
Figure 3.3: The Data from Datasets Containing Only One Protein per Com-
plex. Proteins are colored by monopole.
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(a) Citrate Synthase rendered as a cartoon. (b) Citrate Synthase rendered as a surface.
Figure 3.4: The Structure of Citrate Synthase Citrate synthase is shown here a
cartoon and as a surface. Chain A is pictured in blue and chain B is pictured in red.
(a) The chains of citrate-syntase. (b) Charged and polar regions on citrate
synthase’s interface are pictured here. Red
regions are acidic, blue regions are basic, and
green regions are polar.
Figure 3.5: Considering the Electrostatics of Citrate Synthase’s Binding Interface in
Depth
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Figure 3.6: Sample Citrate Synthase Hydrogen Bond An example of a hydrogen
bond in citrate synthase is pictured. Here, chain A is blue and chain B is red. The
hydrogen bonding residues are pictured explicitly and the bond is labeled. A lysine
backbone nitrogen on chain B donates a hydrogen bond to a glutamine side chain
oxygen on chain A; the partners (without hydrogen) are 3.04 A˚ apart. The protein
residues within 7 A˚ of either hydrogen bonding partner are rendered as a surface.
The remainder of the protein is suggested by the gray dots on its surface. Note that
the entire protein complex is not shown.
(a) Barstar-Barnase rendered as a
cartoon.
(b) Barstar-Barnase rendered as a
surface.
Figure 3.7: The Structure of Barstar-Barnase Barstar-barnase is shown as a
cartoon and as an surface. Barnase is pictured in red and Barstar is pictured in blue.
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Figure 3.8: Plot of Difference between Backbone and Side Chain Compo-
nents as a Function of Size
Figure 3.9: Component Hydrogen Bonds against Contribution (kcal/mol).
Here, side chains’ data are colored in green and backbones’ data are colored in blue.
A ±2kcal
mol
cutoff for size of contributions was included.
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(a) ∆G of electrostatic binding against monopole product
for each complex.
(b) ∆G of electrostatic binding of each complex against the
product of local monopole is shown above. Note that monopole
products decrease as fewer residues are considered. Considering
trends rather than specific points is most valuable when comparing
this plot to plot (a).
Figure 3.10: Monopole Compared to ∆G. 1OWB is not shown because its ∆G is
too large (over 200 kcalmol and 1EER is not shown because its local monopole product is too
large (about −70).
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Figure 3.11: Examining Distal and Local Component Contributions
In this figure, distal and local electrostatic contributions are graphed against each
other. The blue dotted lines pertain to the ±2kcal
mol




4.1 Analysis of Results
The aims of this project were two-fold: First, we aimed to curate and to analyze trends
within a set of protein complexes, and second, we aimed to establish a framework for
large-scale structure preparation and analysis. Taken further, these goals could unlock
many features of electrostatics in proteins. Our results demonstrate the possibility of
uncovering trends in electrostatic binding with further data analysis and development.
Much of the work outlined in this thesis served to lay a foundation for similar
large-scale analyses to continue. As well as being an interesting project, the work
outlined in this thesis will guide additional research questions and hypotheses and
inform further research. In that vein, the code documented here is a work in progress.
This study demonstrated the viability of an automated structure preparation and
calculation pipeline. Perhaps most importantly, establishing and validating a struc-
ture preparation workflow has enabled the efficient growth and development of our
dataset. For the most part, this system functions well with minimal human input.
Thus, the programs created for this project both demonstrate the feasibility of this
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sort of study and lay a foundation for further improvements.
4.2 Direction of Future Study
In terms of informing further research, data accumulated here were exploratory and
will help shape further hypotheses. Some future questions, as well as how to address
them computationally, are outlined below.
4.2.1 Further Analysis of Contributions of Dimers
Perhaps one of the more interesting outliers in this study was the citrate synthase ho-
modimer. Its large desolvation penalties coupled with kinetic control in dimerization
give rise to questions about how homodimers use electrostatics to mediate recognition
and binding. By curating a set of homodimers and using techniques like component
analysis, we can investigate trends in homodimers and compare them to trends in a
general set of heterodimeric proteins.
4.2.2 Further Analysis of Monopole and Long-Range Elec-
trostatics
We can also further explore differences in long- and short-range electrostatics. Our
data shows that fewer proteins have like monopoles on their interfaces, but with
the exception of a few outliers, does not demonstrate a clear trend. As such, many
questions about proteins with like monopoles remain. Do protein complexes have
certain mechanisms to compensate for like monopoles on each partner? Do protein
complexes with like monopoles display different trends than proteins with unlike
monopoles? To study this, we could curate data on protein complexes with unlike
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monopoles.
In order to explore how proteins with like monopoles compensate for monopole
repulsion, we could consider interfacial residues and their electrostatic contributions
specifically through additional component analyses. Moreover, we could further ana-
lyze interfacial hydrogen bonds: Do the percent of unsatisfied hydrogen bonds differ
between proteins of like and unlike monopole? By examining electrostatics over a
very short range in tandem with long-range electrostatics, perhaps we could gain a
better, more holistic understanding of electrostatics and protein recognition.
4.2.3 Comparisons to Hypothetical Optima
For outliers that have particularly favorable or unfavorable contributions, we could de-
termine how close or far away from the hypothetically optimal distribution of charges
these structures lie. Methods to optimize charges on proteins already exist for both
entire parts of proteins and regions of proteins [34, 37]. By carefully selecting outliers
and computing their optimal distribution of charges, we could better understand how
component contributions correlate to optimal contributions.
For example, barstar is a protein that has previously been demonstrated to be
hypothetically optimized to barnase, even though it is not an outlier on our plot [34].
On the other hand, some of our outliers could have large raw contributions, but con-
tributions that are sub-optimal. In other words, by considering optimality alongside
raw component contributions, we could gain further insight into how electrostatic
interactions mediate protein binding.
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4.2.4 Component Analysis in the Framework of Protein Sec-
ondary Structure and Fold
This original guiding question for this study has not yet been addressed systemati-
cally. The systematic implementation of programs to determine folds of and classify
secondary structure contributions of proteins may provide insight into the role of fold
and secondary structure.
4.2.5 Reconsidering Some Parameters
Some of the parameters used in this study must be adjusted in future iterations.
One such parameter is the boundary between distal and local regions of proteins. In
retrospect, 10 A˚ is much too large; a boundary of 5 A˚ seems more reasonable.
4.2.6 Addressing Further Traits of Proteins
In addition, aspects of proteins not studied here explicitly, including studies on shape,
promiscuity, and specificity could be studied in the future. Analyzing additional traits
of proteins using the same general framework as described in methods may further




This section contains supplementary information on the programs created for this
thesis and how to use them.
5.1 Notes on Scripts for Preparing Structures
The wrapper script and all contained scripts within this pipeline are both long and
complex. This section seeks to address most of the steps within the wrapper, and
how each individual script is used; sometimes, however, details are omitted for the
sake of length. A graphic overview is presented in Figure 5.1.
5.1.1 Steps in the Code of wrapper.pl
Starting the Pipeline
To run the wrapper script, use the command wrapper.pl (config file). In the case for
which this pipeline is used with any non-protein atoms, those atoms will be removed
but the structure will not be modified to account for this. Second, the script checks
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pdb to crd
(pdb) (crd)
create setup prot.pl (in) (out) (top
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Figure 5.1: Preparing Structures This figure provides a general overview of the
automated pipeline through which structures were prepared.
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by storing values located in between square brackets. Third, it includes specified and
environmental paths for calls to scripts located throughout our file system. Last,
it determines if every parameter needed is defined. In the case for which no ASNs,
GLNs, HSEs, or HSDs are defined to be created, the script will also determine whether
to run auto-determination of tautomers and flip state scripts.
Determining “Flips” and Protonation States
When HIS tautomers and GLN and ASN flips are specified, the script prepares the
requisite files for CHARMM using those flips. In all other cases, at this point, the
script runs auto preparation scripts (Ying Yi Zhang, 2013) and parses the output.
Some HISes at this point are not assigned, owing to a missing N in the imidazole ring.
Creating, Modifying, and Checking patch.inp
First, missing residues are found and a patch file is created. This occurs with the
call find missing residues (input pdb) (output pdb) (patching distance cutoff). The
distance cutoff provides a distance from the interface for which missing residues should
not be tolerated. In the current version, missing density is noted in log files but can be
tolerated. In the wrapper script, input and output PDBs are automatically specified.
Moreover, if the patch file already exists in the directory, it will not be overwritten.
This script has known bugs that can be fixed with user intervention: The log file log -
of missing residues.txt contains a list of all missing residue and where patches occur
and allows quick modification of the patch file. The patch file is also checked for
redundant lines and for proper N-terminal starts. Waters are never included.
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Removing Waters and Hetatms
Then, heteroatoms and waters are removed from the structure. First, remove waters
(old pdb) (number of contacts needed) (water distance cut off) (beta factor) (final
pdb) is run. After, hetatms are removed with the command remove hetatms not ions
(old pdb) (new pdb). This is redundant in the code as it stands, since the script that
changes “HIS” to its tautomers removes all non-atom pdb lines.
Creating a read seq prot File
At this point, the script creates a read seq prot file for CHARMM. To do this, the
command make read seq prot inp (original pdb) (patch file) (final pdb) is run. This
script relies on a correct patch.inp file.
Changing “HIS” in the PDB File and Making a CRD
In order for CHARMM to successfully run, all HIS residues must be changed to HSE,
HSD, or HSP based on the protonation state. At this point, the script modifies
our pdb file to change HISes to their proper tautomer. All HISes with unspecified
protonation states are changed to HSE. This is run with the command swap HIS -
out.pl (final pdb) (HIS to HSE list) (HIS to HSD list) (HIS to HSP list) (original
pdb) and prints errors to the consoles (most notably if it cannot change a HIS. Then,
using the standard pdb2crd utility and standardized naming, the program makes two
crd files, one from the original pdb and one from the final pdb.
Running CHARMM Setup Creator
In order for CHARMM to run properly in this framework, first the setup prot file
must be created and then a shell script that runs charmm setup.pl (created by David
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F. Green and Bruce Tidor) must run, since the shell command SETENV cannot
be approximated well in perl. Thus, first the call create setup prot.pl (original pdb)
(final pdb) (topology file) (parameter file) (flip ASNs?) (flip GLNs?) (flip HSE?) (flip
HSD?) (ASNs to flip) (GLNs to flip) (HSE to flip) (HSD to flip) (hbuild command
1) (update command 1) (update command 2) (hbuild command 2) (number of times
to build) (pdb code) (working directory) is run, which creates the setup prot.inp file.
Then, the shell script to run charmm setup.pl and CHARMM is called (CHARMM
is only called in the cases when running CHARMM is specified in the configuration
file). The command called is charmm setup wrapper.pl (working dir) (path to ICE
directory) (new crd). Interrupted CHARMM runs produce a dummy file that prevent
further CHARMM runs until the error is fixed.
Checking for Errors
As soon as a setup prot.out is created by CHARMM it is parsed with the call parsing -
setup prot out.pl. This will print errors to the console but will not kill the entire
wrapper script even in the case of errors. Originally, the wrapper script asked the
user if she wanted to continue in the auto-preparation sequence; this functionality
has been removed for the sake of speed. At this point, the total charge of the protein
is also found to ensure that the charge does not change after the structure has been
PARSEd. Total charge is found using the Radhakrishnan lab’s total charge utility
Changing NTE Atoms to NT3 Atoms
To correct inconsistencies between CHARMM and PARSE NTE atoms must be re-
named as NT3 atoms when they refer to N-terminal nitrogens. This error is corrected
using the call check for NTE.pl (patch file) (built crd) > (checked crd). In the cases
when no NTEs must be changed, this will not create a new file.
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Preparing and Running PARSE
This section of the script will only if a parsed crd file does not already exist in
the working directory. To call PARSE, this script uses the call crdconvert.prl –ic
(hbuilt crd) –oc (parsed crd) –ip (input crd type specified in configuration file) –op
(output crd type specified in configuration file) –patch (patch.inp) –table (specified
parameter translation table) (nodel call) (charge only call) (Bruce Tidor and Brian
Joughin created this script). After PARSE has run, the total charge of the structure
is checked again. If this charge has changed, the script will die (“FATAL ERROR:
The total charge has changed from before running parse until after running parse”).
Rotating the Structure
We use a heuristic tool to find a good position for the structure to be in such that
the box containing it is as small as possible. To run this tool, the script calls rotate
(original crd) (new crd) (Bruce Tidor and Justin Caravella created this script). This
script will only run if the rotated structure does not already exist in the working
directory.
Rechaining the Structure
At this point, our structure might have more than two chains because of patching and
missing density. In order to return to our original two binding partners, two scripts
are called. The first opens the patch file and determines what chains the original
first chain has branched into. A caveat with this step is that for structures that
contain more than one chain per partner (like 1EER), this will always only treat the
first chain as the first partner and all other chains as the second partner. This can
be overcome easily by manually altering the reletter.cfg file. To run this script, use
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the call setup config chain reletter.pl (patch file) (original pdb – downloaded from the
PDB website) (rotated crd) (finished crd). This script creates a configuration file for
the relettering script called reletter.cfg that can be hand-edited if needed. Once this
configuration file has been made, a script reletters the protein chain by chain with
the call wrap reletter.pl reletter.cfg, which calls reletter.pl. If the reletter.cfg must be
hand-editted, the wrapper must be called manually.
5.1.2 Setting Up and Cleaning Up Quickly
Given a sample template file and a list of pdb files, the call setup directories.pl (pdb
list) (sample template) will edit the sample file and create new directories for each
pdb file. The call clean.pl will remove all files and log files created by any program
or script run.
5.1.3 Other Caveats
In addition to the caveats described above, other issues exist with this workflow. A
few common bugs are described below.
Replication of Complexes
When multiple repeating units of a protein complex are included in the crystal struc-
ture, the user must manually delete extraneous complexes. This may cause the crd
file’s numbering to be nonconsecutive. A script to fix global numbering of atoms can
be found on /storage.
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Non-biological Residues
Any structures that include non-biological residues or atoms will have density removed
with no patching.
5.1.4 Sample Configuration File
Below is an example of what a configuration file looks like for this wrapper script,
followed by a table listing the meaning of each field.
* THIS CONFIGURATION FILE WILL SPECIFY EVERYTHING NECESSARY TO HBUILD YOUR
* STRUCTURE. IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT YOU FOLLOW THE SYNTAX PRECISELY,
* BECAUSE THE WAY THE FILE IS PARSED IS SPECIFIC TO THE SYSTEM OF WHITESPACE,
* BRACKETS, ETC.
__________________________________________________________________________
WHAT DIRECTORY DO YOU WANT TO WORK IN?
HBUILD_DIRECTORY = [./]




**NB: Please start and end this with ": and :". Thanks!
___________________________________________________________________________
PARAMETERS TO REMOVE WATERS AND HETATMS
NUMBER OF CONTACTS TO KEEP WATERS = [100]
DISTANCE CUTOFF FOR WATER CONTACTS = [100]
BFACTOR FOR REMOVING WATERS = [50]
___________________________________________________________________________
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PARAMETERS TO RUN FIND MISSING RESIDS and MAKE_READ_SEQ_PROT
INPUT PDB (right off of the PDB website, please) = [1CN4.pdb]
OUTPUT PDB (what you want to hbuild) = [1CN4_out.pdb]
PATCHING DISTANCE CUTOFF = [0]
HIS TO HSE (format: C165 A77) = []
HIS TO HSD (format: C165 A77) = []
HIS TO HSP (format: C165 A77) = []
__________________________________________________________________________
CREATING SETUP_PROT.INP PARAMETERS
TOPOLOGY FILE (include path) = [./top_all22_prot.inp]
PARAM FILE (include path) = [./par_all22_prot.inp]
GLNs TO FLIP (format: A12 B45) = []
ASNs TO FLIP (format: C18 D66) = []
HSEs TO FLIP (format: C16 C77) = []
HSDs TO FLIP (format: H17 D11) = []
HBUILD COMMAND NUMBER 1 = [hbuild sele hydrogen end -
electrostatic switch atom rdiel eps 4.0 -
vdw vatom vswitch cutnb 299.0 ctofnb 298.0 ctonnb 297.0 -
wmin 1.5 e14fac 1.0 nbxmod 5]
UPDATE COMMAND NUMBER 1 = [update ihbfrq 0 inbfrq 10 -
elec atom rdiel switch vdw vatom vswitch -
cutnb 299.0 ctofnb 298.0 ctonnb 297.0 wmin 1.5 -
eps 4.0 e14fac 1.0 nbxmod 5]
UPDATE COMMAND NUMBER 2 = [mini abnr nstep 200 ihbfrq 0 inbfrq 0
cons fix sele none end]
HBUILD COMMAND NUMBER 2 = [hbuild sele hydrogen end -
elec atom rdiel switch vdw vatom vswitch -
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cutnb 299.0 ctofnb 298.0 ctonnb 297.0 wmin 1.5 -
eps 4.0 e14fac 1.0 nbxmod 5]
NUMBER OF TIMES TO HBUILD = [2]
4 LETTER PDB CODE = [1CN4]
__________________________________________________________________________
PARAMETERS FOR RUNNING CHARMM
DO YOU WANT TO RUN CHARMM? (Y/N) = [Y]
PATH TO ICEDIR = [/programs/common/lib/ice]
___________________________________________________________________________
PARAMETERS FOR PARSE
PARSE ARGUMENT: IP (CHARMM22 or CHARMm) = [CHARMM22]
PARSE ARGUMENT: OP (PARSE) = [PARSE]
PARSE ARGUMENT: TABLE = [/usr/people/mala/shaun_stuff/dee_stuff/
parameter_translation_table]
NODEL (--nodel or "") = [--nodel]
CHARGEONLY (--chargeonly or "") = [--chargeonly]
______________________________________________________________________________
5.1.5 Included Parameters
A list of the information specified in the template file by field is specified in the table
below; note that the template file also offers additional instruction.
Field Information Specified
HBUILD DIRECTORY Working directory.
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WHICH PATHS DO YOU
WANT TO ADD TO YOUR
REGULAR PATH












The Bfactor water script will use to keep a water.
INPUT PDB (right off of the
PDB website, please)
The PDB downloaded from the internet, i.e.
XXXX.pdb where XXXX is the 4 letter pdb code.
OUTPUT PDB (what you
want to hbuild)
For standardization purposes, this is named




At what distance will the script print a warning
about density missing from the interface in log
files and to the console.
HIS TO HSE (format: C165
A77)
The list of HISes to be changed to HSE; leave
blank if Ying’s script is desired or format as
shown.
HIS TO HSD (format: C165
A77)
The list of HISes to be changed to HSD; leave
blank if Ying’s script is desired or format as
shown.
HIS TO HSP (format: C165
A77)
The list of HISes to be changed to HSP; leave




Topology file for CHARMM.
PARAM FILE (include path) Parameter file for CHARMM.
GLNs TO FLIP (format: A12
B45)
The list of GLNs to flip; leave blank if Ying’s
script is desired or format as shown.
ASNs TO FLIP (format: C18
D66)
The list of ASNs to flip; leave blank if Ying’s script
is desired or format as shown.
HSEs TO FLIP (format: C16
C77)
The list of HSEs to flip; leave blank if Ying’s script
is desired or format as shown.
HSDs TO FLIP (format: H17
D11)
The list of HSDs to flip; leave blank if Ying’s script




A command for CHARMM (should be left alone).
UPDATE COMMAND
NUMBER 1
A command for CHARMM (should be left alone).
UPDATE COMMAND
NUMBER 2
A command for CHARMM (should be left alone).
HBUILD COMMAND NUM-
BER 2
A command for CHARMM (should be left alone).
NUMBER OF TIMES TO
HBUILD
The number of hbuilds CHARMM will do.
4 LETTER PDB CODE Four letter PDB code of the structure.
DO YOU WANT TO RUN
CHARMM? (Y/N)
CHARMM will only run if you specify “Y”.
PATH TO ICEDIR The path to the ICEDIR for CHARMM;











Parameter translation table to be used.




Whether or not the parse command chargeonly
should be included
Formatting the template file The brackets for this template file must be pre-





of the run into a log
file and proceed to












for jobs to run
Runs the finite
difference method
solver in each direc-
tory on the queue
Figure 5.2: Submission of Calculations This figure provides a general overview of
the automated pipeline through which calculations were setup and submitted to the
queue.
5.2 Notes on Scripts for Running Calculations
5.2.1 Steps in the Code of wrapper script.sh
Running the wrapper
In order to run the wrapper script wrapper script.sh the template file is the only
necessary input. This file is processed line by line to provide arguments for scripts
called later in the script. The parameters included are stored in log file logfile shell -
commands.txt.
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Dividing the Proteins into Chains
The first script called divides protein complexes based on how far away from the in-
terface each residue is. Each protein is assigned four chains: One for distal backbone,
one for local backbone, one for distal side chain, and one for local side chain. The
distance used to categorize each residue is specified in the template file. Before calling
this script, the wrapper script checks to see whether the rechained structure exists;
if it does, the script will not run. To run this script individually: (script) (origi-
nal crd) (ligand chain name) (receptor chain name) (rechained crd) (distal distance).
The output from this script is stored in an additional logfile, make chains output; run
independently, this script will print the information contained in the log file to the
console.
Creating and Modifying a param file
The next script the wrapper calls creates a param file for delphi.prl runs. The script
delphi.prl acts as a wrapper to our FDM solver (created by Michael Altman and
Bruce Tidor). To run the script independently: (script) (crd with chains) (desired
grid lines per angstrom) (param.file). The wrapper makes a log file with information
about this run, modify param output; if run independently, this information will be
printed to the console. Most parameters, listed below, are standardized. The wrapper
checks that modify param.pl has exited cleanly before proceeding.
Known Bugs Very occasionally, this will print out an even number of gridlines,
causing delphi.prl to crash.
Standardization Listed below are the standard conditions each param.file in-
cludes.
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focus=23. 92. 184 (184 iff > 300 gridlines)













delphi exec=/storage/programs/bin/multigridPBE sor double
MAX RAD=3.0
rad file=radii.siz
focus split=1 (iff > 250 gridlines)
keep phi map=1 (iff not overfocused, ie gridlines < 250)
Preparing Directories
This script prepares nine directories for delphi.prl runs, one for each component an-
alyzed and one for the complex under ordinary conditions. It copies all necessary
files for each run into each directory. To run this script independently, (script) (path
to run files) (path to new directory) (path to delphi.prl files) (param file) (crd with
chains). In the wrapper script, this prints a log file called prepare directories output,
which will be blank unless errors occurred. If run independently, this information will
print to the console.
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Assembling Log Files and Running delphi.prl
All log files are assembled and stored into a new directory called logfiles created in the
directory specified in the template file. This script descends into each directory and
submits a delphi.prl run to the queue (created by Bruce Tidor and David Green). For
this to work, this script must be run from carbon. This uses the subfast cp submit
script. Caveat: When more than 300 gridlines are used, manually submit to the
queue to avoid crashing nodes.
5.2.2 Sample Template File
FILL OUT THE FOLLOWING TEMPLATE WITH NO SPACES AFTER THE EQUALS SIGN
CRD FILE BEFORE CHAINS ARE MADE=./namedhere_3r7g.crd
LIGAND CHAIN NAME =A
RECEPTOR CHAIN NAME =B
CRD WITH CHAINS (INCLUDE PATH) =./namedhere_3r7g_with_chains.crd
DISTAL DISTANCE =10
DESIRED GPA =4
PARAM.FILE (INCLUDE PATH) =param.file
PATH TO RUN FILES =~emma/backbone_side chain_project/run_files/
PATH TO NEW DIRECTORIES =./runjobs
PATH TO DELPHI FILES =~emma/backbone_side chain_project/delphi_files
RUN DELPHI (yes/no) =yes
EOF
5.2.3 Parameters Included
Known Caveats First, the template file is parsed based on spacing in each line
(the parameters begin at the 33rd character). Second, older versions of this template
file contain additional parameters. If the wrapper is run using older versions, it will






The original name of the crd after it has been
prepared and relettered.
LIGAND CHAIN NAME The name of one of the partners. When standard-
ized, this is A.
RECEPTOR CHAIN NAME The name of one of the partners. When standard-
ized, this is B. Note that this script can only take
in a structure with two chains.
CRD WITH CHAINS (IN-
CLUDE PATH)
The crd with chains that will eventually be
created.
DISTAL DISTANCE The cut-off distance for being considered distal. If
any atom of a given residue is within this distance,
the entire residue will be considered local.
DESIRED GPA The number of grid per angstroms desired. This
parameter is used when the param.file is made.
PARAM.FILE (INCLUDE
PATH)
The param.file you wish to make, and where (if
not in the new directory path).
PATH TO RUN FILES This directory has standardized run files for the
type of jobs that will run.
PATH TO NEW DIRECTO-
RIES
The directory in which directories for each com-
putational job will run.
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